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LANL nEDM: concept
• A neutron EDM experiment with an uncertainty of δdn ~ O(10-27) e-cm based 

on proven room temperature Ramsey’s separated oscillatory field method 
could take advantage of the existing LANL SD2 UCN source.


• nEDM measurement technology for δdn ~ O(10-27) e-cm already exists. The 
systematic uncertainty of the recent PSI results was 2×10-27 e-cm. 


• The successfully upgraded LANL UCN source has been shown to provide 
the UCN density required for an nEDM experiment with δdn ~ O(10-27) e-cm.


• Such an experiment could provide a venue for the US nEDM community to 
obtain physics results, albeit less sensitive, in a shorter time scale while 
development for the nEDM@SNS experiment continues. 
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nEDM measurement principle
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BE

ν
ν = 2µnB ± 2dnE( ) h
Δν = 4dnE h

δdn = h
δΔν
4E

For B ~ 1 μT, ν = 30 Hz.
For E = 10 kV/cm and dn = 3×10-27 e-cm, Δν=0.03 μHz. 



Ramsey method of separated oscillatory fields
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Baker et al, NIMA 736, 184 (2014) (arXiv:1305.7336)



Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE)

Lujan Center

LANSCE Accelerator  
(800 MeV, 1 mA)

UCN experimental 
area
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LANL UCN Experimental Area
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UCNA/UCNB/UCNA+ 
experiment UCNτ/UCNτ+ experiment

LANL nEDM 
experiment

UCN source

Helium liquefier

Proton beam
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North Beamline

West Beamline



LANL UCN Experimental Area
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MSR for LANL 
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LANL UCN source
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T. M. ITO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 97, 012501(R) (2018)

FIG. 1. The layout of the LANL UCN facility. Part of the
biological shield is removed in this figure to show the UCN source
and guides.

Further improvement on the sensitivity of experiments to the
nEDM, currently attempted by many efforts worldwide, has
been hindered by the lack of sufficiently strong sources of
UCN, although it has been shown through various efforts
that the necessary control for known systematic effects at the
necessary level is likely to be achievable. An estimate [34]
indicated that an upgrade of the LANL UCN source would
provide a sufficient UCN density for an nEDM experiment
with a sensitivity of σ (dn) ∼ 3 × 10−27 e cm, which formed
the basis of the source upgrade reported here.

The basic design of the source, which was unchanged
through the upgrade, is as follows. Spallation neutrons pro-
duced by a pulsed 800-MeV proton beam striking a tungsten
target were moderated by beryllium and graphite moderators
at ambient temperature and further cooled by a cold moderator
that consisted of cooled polyethylene beads. The cold neutrons
were converted to UCN by downscattering in an SD2 crystal
at 5 K. UCN were directed upward 1 m along a vertical guide
coated with 58Ni, to compensate for the 100-neV boost that
UCN receive when leaving the SD2, and then 6 m along
a horizontal guide made of stainless steel (and coated with
nickel phosphorus for the upgraded source) before exiting the
biological shield. At the bottom of the vertical UCN guide was
a butterfly valve that remained closed when there was no proton
beam pulse striking the spallation target, to keep the UCN from
returning to the SD2 where they would be absorbed.

When in production, the peak proton current from the
accelerator was typically 12 mA, delivered in bursts of 10
pulses each 625-µs long at 20 Hz, with a gap between bursts of
5 s. The total charge delivered per burst was ∼45 µC in 0.45 s.
The time averaged current delivered to the target was ∼9 µA.

Details of the design and performance of the LANL UCN
source before the upgrade are described in Ref. [31]. Figures 1

BeGraphite

He-cooled 
W spallation 
target

Cooled 
polyethylene
moderator

SD2

Butterfly
valve

58Ni coated 
guide

FIG. 2. Cutaway view of the source. The entire assembly is
surrounded by the biological shield as shown in Fig. 1.

and 2 show the layout of the LANL UCN facility and the details
of the source after the upgrade.

Because of the budgetary and schedule constraints, the
scope of the UCN source upgrade work was limited to replacing
the so-called “cryogenic insert” and the horizontal UCN guide.
The cryogenic insert is the cryostat that houses the 58Ni-coated
vertical guide, the bottom of which is the SD2 volume separated
from the rest of the vertical guide by the butterfly valve, and the
cold moderator volume. The scope of the upgrade work also
included installing an additional new UCN guide, which guides
UCN to a location envisioned for the new nEDM experiment
(see Fig. 1).

The design of the new cryogenic insert was optimized to
maximize the stored UCN density in the nEDM cell at the
envisioned location of the experiment. The optimization vari-
ables were the geometry of the cryogenic insert, including the
SD2 volume, the cold moderator, and the vertical and horizontal
UCN guides, as well as the material and temperature of the cold
moderator. Considerations were given to both the specific UCN
production in the SD2 volume and the UCN transport from the
SD2 volume to the experiment. The specific UCN production
PUCN, the number of UCN produced per unit incident proton
beam charge per unit volume in the SD2, is given by

PUCN = ρSD2

∫
#CN(E)σUCN(E)dE, (1)

where ρSD2 is the number density of D2 molecules, #CN(E) is
the cold neutron flux in the volume element under considera-
tion (per unit incident proton beam charge) at energy E, and
σUCN(E) is the UCN production cross section per deuterium
(D2) molecule for cold neutrons at energy E. σUCN(E) was
taken from Ref. [35]. #CN(E) was evaluated using MCNP6

012501-2

Spallation neutrons 
from W target  
K.E. ~ 2 MeV 

Thermal neutrons in 
Be and graphite 
moderator   
K.E. ~ 25 meV 

Cold neutrons in 
polyethylene cold 
moderator   
K.E. ~ 6 meV 

Ultracold neutrons in 
SD2 converter   
K.E. ~ 100 neV

An upgrade of the UCN source (FY14-17) more 
than quadrupled the UCN output by:  
1. increasing the average beam current 
2. replacing the UCN source insert with one 

optimized for CN moderation and UCN 
transport.  

[Ito et al. PRC 97, 012501(R) (2018).] 
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UCN density measured at the exit fo the 
biological shield using vanadium foil



UCN density measurement based on vanadium activation
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UCNs

Vanadium foil

Ge 
detector

51V + n → 52V → 52Cr + β + γ (1.4 MeV) 

R= 1
4
vAρ

• Detecting the 1.4 MeV gammas with a Ge 
detector determines the  UCN capture rate 
by the vanadium foil. 

• The Ge detector can be calibrated (for the 
efficiency and solid angle product) by 
placing a calibrated 60Co source at the 
location of the vanadium foil. 

• UCN density can be determined from: 



Polarized UCN density in a dummy nEDM cell on the West Beamline
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Polarized UCN density (E < 170 neV) at t=0 
• 12 UCN/cc from the fill and dump 

measurement (was 2.5 UCN/cc before the 
source upgrade ) 

• 36 UCN/cc from vanadium foil activation 
measurement 

The difference can be attributed to loss in 
the switcher and the finite detection 
efficiency.

Polarizing 
magnet (6 T)

Switcher
To UCN 
source

UCN detector

Cell valve

Cell  
(20 liters)

Vanadium foil



Estimated statistical sensitivity of an nEDM experiment

Parameters Values

E(kV/cm) 12.0
N(per cell) 39,100

Tfree (s) 180

Tduty (s) 300

α 0.8
σ/day/cell (10-26 e-cm) 5.7

σ/day (10-26 e-cm) 
(for double cell)

4.0

σ/year (10-27 e-cm) 
(for double cell)

2.1

90% C.L./year (10-27 e-cm) 
(for double cell)

3.4

This estimate is based on 
the following: 

• The estimate for E, Tfree, Tduty, 
and α is based on what has been 
achieved by other experiments. 

• The estimate for N is based on 
the actual detected number of 
UCN from our fill and dump 
measurement at a holding time 
of 180 s. Further improvements 
are expected (new switcher and 
new detector).

* “year” = 365 live days. In 
practice, it will take 5 calendar 
years to achieve this with 50% 
data taking efficiency 13

δdn =
ℏ

2αETfree N



Neutron transport and storage test on the North beam line
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North Beamline Layout

Ga
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e

To UCN Source

To West Beamline

North PPM GV North Wye GV

Cell Valve

Measurement corresponds to ~60,000 detected 
UCN @ 2000 Hz GV rate after 180 s when a 
dPS coated cell wall was used with the new 
switcher

Polarizing magnet



Apparatus overview
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3.5 m

Field cage

MSR Polarizing magnet

UCNtau experiment
UCNA 
experiment

LANL nEDM 
vacuum chamber

UCN switcher/
detector assembly

TA-53 Area B (UCN Experimental Hall) LANL nEDM experiment

MSR



Overall design of the experiment

Selected features: 
• Ramsey’s separated oscillatory field method at RT. 

• Double precession chamber.

• Simultaneous spin analysis

• MSR: 

• 4 layer mu-metal + 1 layer RF shield

• Outer dimension: 3.5 m x 3.5 m x 3.5 m

• Inner dimension: 2.4 m x 2.4 m x 2.4 m


• Magnetometry:

• 199Hg comagnetometer 

• 199Hg external magnetometer inside the HV 

electrode

• Atomic external magnetometers


• Demonstrated UCN density

• Sensitivity goal: δdn ~ 3×10-27 e-cm in one live year 
•

Field cage
MSR

UCN polarizing 
magnet

UCN 
switchers

UCN guides
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Overall design of the experiment

B0 coil
Vacuum chamber

Selected features: 
• Ramsey’s separated oscillatory field method at RT. 

• Double precession chamber.

• Simultaneous spin analysis

• MSR: 

• 4 layer mu-metal + 1 layer RF shield

• Outer dimension: 3.5 m x 3.5 m x 3.5 m

• Inner dimension: 2.4 m x 2.4 m x 2.4 m


• Magnetometry:

• 199Hg comagnetometer (initially we will run without 

it)

• 199Hg external magnetometer inside the HV 

electrode

• Atomic external magnetometers


• Demonstrated UCN density

• Sensitivity goal: δdn ~ 3×10-27 e-cm in one live year 
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Overall design of the experiment

Precession 
chambers

UCN cell valve

Ground electrode

HV electrode

Selected features: 
• Ramsey’s separated oscillatory field method at RT. 

• Double precession chamber.

• Simultaneous spin analysis

• MSR: 

• 4 layer mu-metal + 1 layer RF shield

• Outer dimension: 3.5 m x 3.5 m x 3.5 m

• Inner dimension: 2.4 m x 2.4 m x 2.4 m


• Magnetometry:

• 199Hg comagnetometer (initially we will run without 

it)

• 199Hg external magnetometer inside the HV 

electrode

• Atomic external magnetometers


• Demonstrated UCN density

• Sensitivity goal: δdn ~ 3×10-27 e-cm in one live year 
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UCN transport (LANL, Indiana)
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Simultaneous 
Spin Analyzer

Neutron switcher

~2.5 m



UCN transport
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Switchers being installed



Vacuum chamber and internal design

21Vacuum chamber

Precession chambers

UCN valves

Non-magnetic vacuum chamber



Electrodes and precession chamber
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HV

Ground

Ground

Precession chamber walls: dPS coated PMMA

Electrodes: NiMo coated aluminum -> DLC coated aluminum

Ground electrode

50 cm

10 cm



UCN valves
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• Valve box similar to a gate valve 
• Slides between transport section 

and valve plug 
• Valve plug closes on a linkage 
• Components have been 

fabricated and test fit



Magnetically shielded room (LANL, Indiana U.)
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4 µ-metal + 1 Cu layers

2.3 m

3.5 m Design performance



Magnetically shielded room
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Field cage: MSR evaluation and cancellation of external fields
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y-coil



Shielding factor
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B0 coil design (U. Kentucky)
• Octagon-shaped multi-gap solenoid


• Spin-transport coil interface


• Modelled gradient: 


• Specifications:  inside each 

cell (the difference between the cells < 10 pT)

∂Bz

∂z
< 0.1 nT/m

∂Bz

∂z
< 0.3 nT/m
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Outer  
Sections  

Outer  
Sections  

Inner  
Sections  

Coil Height: 
2.13

Coil Width: 
2.3 m

Panel Width: 
0.95 m

Spin-Transport coils
Double Layer Modified Cos !

B0 Coil Design
• Octagon-shaped multi-gap 

solenoid
• Spin-transport coil interface
• Modelled gradient:  !""!# < .1 nT/m

– Specification is < .3 nT/m

Storage 
Cells

Spin-
transport 
Interface

Coil 
Sections
Cur 1
Cur 2

B0 Prototyping—PCB panels with 3D printed connectors
Top View Side View



Half scale B0 coil prototype tested inside an MSR
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Outer  
Sections 

Outer  
Sections 

Inner  
Sections 

45 cm



Half scale B0 coil prototype tested inside an MSR
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• Tuning  the current ratio between outer and inner coil sections to make   gradient smaller 

• Change the current in the z shim coil to fine tune the   gradient further 

𝜕𝐵𝑧

𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝐵𝑧

𝜕𝑧

Current ratio

Shim Current 

Tuning current ratio with  
 

𝐵𝑜 ≅ 29 𝑚𝐺,   𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 100 𝑚𝐴
𝐼𝑠h𝑖𝑚 = 100 𝑚𝐴

2.9  µT, Tuning shim coil current with  
 

𝐵𝑜 ≅ 29 𝑚𝐺, 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 100 𝑚𝐴
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟/𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 1.71

2.9  µT,



B0 coil status (U. Kentucky)

• The full scale B0 coil has been 
installed in the MSR. 


• The work to characterize the 
performance of the B0 coil is on 
hold to give priorities to other tasks.
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Outer  
Sections  

Outer  
Sections  

Inner  
Sections  

Coil Height: 
2.13

Coil Width: 
2.3 m

Panel Width: 
0.95 m



Magnetometers (U. Michigan)
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Up to 13 external magnetometers (inside vacuum) monitor B0, gradients

u
d

x
y

z
y

OPMs: optically pumped alkali (Cs, Rb) magnetometers

QuSpin                             TwinLeaf

Nuclear spin magnetometers: Hg, 3He (UM/Twinleaf)
→
𝐵 0

→
𝑀𝑇

𝐵

	



Hg-199 as co-magnetometer 
and magnetometers 

(Indiana U, UW)
• nEDM@LANL has two precession 

chambers. 
• Hg atoms are optically pumped in 

the polarizing chamber and then are 
transferred to the precession 
chamber to monitor the magnetic 
field. 

• 5 Hg magnetometers(HgMs) are 
inside the HV electrode.  

• All the pump beams come in from 
the side of MSR. 

• The laser beams for the top 
precession chamber and the 
pumping chambers will raise up to 
7.6 ft and 6.2 ft from the optic table. 

• The HgM cell is currently in 
experimental development.
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Installation platform (Indiana U.)
• To be delivered to LANL early August
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Status and plans
• MSR was delivered in January 2022. It meets performance requirements. 

More detailed characterization is necessary. 


• nEDM apparatus is being assembled. 


• We plan to start an engineering run this summer. 


• We will start with confirming UCN transport and storage.
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